
Hello 
 
I am writing as a Research Associate on the TACT3 research project 
(http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~tact3/), funded by the New Dynamics of Ageing programme. 
Basically I'm investigating the barriers to public toilets for older people, although our research 
covers barriers to toilet use faced by people of all ages, particularly those with continence 
concerns.  
 
I'd like to suggest that some aspects of this proposal need review.  
 
1 - The proportion of Male : Female toilets 
 
The proposed provision offers a better service to men than to women, which seems like 
discrimination.  
 
Both genders have been provided with 4 toilet points (toilets and urinals) however it is 
commonly cited that women take, on average, twice as long to go to the toilet than men (90 
seconds v 45 seconds). These are the figures used by the British Standard BS6465 for publicly-
accessibly toilets. Therefore if equal numbers of men and women are using the facility, women 
should be provided with twice as many toilet points in order to provide an 'equal' provision.  
 
In the supporting Atkins Pedestrian Modelling document, Atkins use 'on average' figures of 150 
seconds for men using cubicles, 45 seconds for men using urinals (with a 90/10 split between 
urinal and cubicle use) and 240 seconds for women using the toilet.  This is an even greater 
distinction than the British Standard, and yet they have completely ignored it when deciding how 
many toilets to provide.  
 
The actual usage of the toilets is expected to be 57% male to 43 % female, therefore slightly 
weighted in favour of male provision but no where near enough to justify the current provision. 
 
Again, in their own modelling, on page 20 of the Pedestrian Modelling report 'Cumulative Max 
Density Map' Point 3 states that these toilets "are very well used throughout the simulation and 
experience intermittent queues, particularly in the female toilets"  
 
On page 21 of the Pedestrian Modelling report 'Cumulative Mean Density Map' Point 4 states 
that these toilets "are busy and experience intermittent queues, particularly in the female toilets"  
 
So why don't they provide more toilets for the ladies in relation to the gents?  
 
Since these modelings were done, the number of toilet points provided for both genders has 
been reduced from 7 to 4, thus exacerbating the queuing for both sexes, and increasing the 
proportion of the day that women in particular will find themselves queuing.  
 
 



2 - Signs 
 
There doesn't appear to be any high-level or projecting signs relating to the public toilets 
included in the planning proposal. The only signs shown are manifestations next to the entrance 
to the toilets. down the side of the building, furthest from Oxford Street. Consequently there are 
no visible signs from Oxford Street (or from the North of the site) to indicate that there are public 
toilets. So how is anyone going to know? Signs should advertise and inform the public and 
include information showing that family toilets and an accessible toilet are also provided. Sadly 
this is probably not a planning issue, just bad design. Maybe they'll add some... 
 
3 - Paying 
 
I assume from the barrier at the entrance to the toilets that these are pay facilities. Do the 
customers of the café have to pay? It's a planning requirement, I thought, that any place serving 
food and drink with a table and chairs (or more) has a toilet for customer use. Does providing 
toilets that charge entry count against this?  
 
4 - Benches 
 
There are benches down each side of the building. They are described in the Planning 
Statement document as 'perches'. I hope they're not just something to lean against. It would be 
a much more inclusive design to allow people to sit down properly. Seating is very important to 
encourage people with less mobility, including the older demographic, into our cities. I don't 
know if this is a planning issue, but it's not great in terms of access and inclusivity.  
 
5 - Changing Places 
 
It is also a shame that no 'Changing Places' toilet has been included, i.e. a facility for adults with 
profound physical and mental disabilities that cannot use standard accessible toilets, and their 
carers. I was under the impression that Westminster Council was trying to include as many of 
these as possible when refurbishing their facilities (such as has been done at Embankment) and 
yet this has not been included, despite this being a facility with a full-time attendant. This seems 
like a missed opportunity to me.  
 
 
Otherwise, it's great that there's a plan to provide public toilets for Oxford Street again, I like the 
mixed-use (café / information point) building, the toilet spec seems high, the 'space for 
shopping' in all cubicles is very thoughtful, and I generally approve of the proposals. Just not 
regarding the points made above! 
 
best regards, 
 
Gail  


